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What is the American Rescue Plan?
On March 11, President Biden signed the $1.9 trillion American RescuePlan (the Act), providing
funding for COVID-19 response plans and enacting significant but temporary coverage policies.
Key Health Care Provisions Included in the American Rescue Plan:
Marketplace
ü Temporary
enhancements
to the PTCand
CSRs
ü State-Based
Marketplace
(SBM) funding

COBRA
ü Temporary
premium
assistance for
individuals who
lose employersponsored
coverage

Medicaid/
Medicare

COVID-19
Vaccine, Testing,
TracingFunds

ü Enhanced
federal match
for states newly
expanding
Medicaid
ü Postpartum
coverage
extension

ü Funding to carry
out the
National
Strategy for the
COVID-19
Response and
Pandemic
Preparedness

State/Locality
Relief Funding
ü $350 billion in
fiscal relief for
states, Tribal
governments,
territories,
counties, cities,
and localities

Other Funds for
Health Care
Initiatives
ü Funding for
mental health/
substance use
programs
ü Other public
health
initiatives

Today’sFocus

Major Economic Stimulus/Anti-Poverty Measures Included in the American Rescue Plan:
The legislation also includes measures such as enhanced federal unemployment insurance, child tax credits,
and stimulus checks for Americans that make under $80,000 per year.
Sources: H.R. 1319 American Rescue Plan Act of 2021.
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Broad expansion of premium tax credits
• The Act substantially increases PTC amounts and
extends eligibility above 400% of federal poverty
level (FPL)
1. Increases PTC for those currently eligible by
reducing the share of income consumers
are expected to contribute towards the
premium
2. Extends PTC eligibility above 400% of FPL,
capping the expected contribution at 8.5% of
income
• These changes are effective for all of 2021 and 2022
• Enrollees can update their application to take
advantage on April 1, or reconcile on their taxes
next year
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Premium tax credits increased
People at every income level will see PTC
increased
Income Range
(% of FPL)

Range of Expected
Contributions for 2021
under Prior Law

Range of Expected
Contributions for 2021
and 2022 under the Act

100% – 133%

2.07%

0%

133% – 150%

3.10% – 4.14%

0%

150% – 200%

4.14% – 6.52%

0% – 2%

200% – 250%

6.53% – 8.33%

2.0% – 4.0%

250% – 300%

8.33% – 9.83%

4.0% – 6.0%

300% – 400%

9.83%

6% – 8.5%

N/A

8.5%

400% and higher

The expected contribution (technically referred to as the “applicable percentage”) is the share of a consumer’s income they must
generally pay towards a benchmark (2nd-lowest cost silver) plan with the PTC. Within the ranges shown the expected contributions
increase linearly.
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Cliff at 400% FPL is eliminated
60-Year-Old’s Expected Contribution for a Benchmark
Silver Plan

Note: Figuresare based on national averages; excludes Hawaii and Alaska because of different FPLlevels.
Source: Kaiser Family Foundation
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PTC expansion for 2021 and 2022
Net Marketplace premiums decline for families of all sorts

** Current-law examples for those with income over 400% of FPL are based on the national average benchmark premium adjusted for age where appropriate.
*** The sample family includes two 40-year-old adults, a 10-year-old child, and a 5-year-old child.
Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
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Savings expansion tied to UI benefits
• Income over 133% of
FPL is disregarded in
calculating PTC and
CSRs for people
eligible for or receiving
UI benefits
o

Does not affect
calculation for
Medicaid (Oregon
Health Plan) eligibility
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Savings expansion tied to UI benefits
• As a result, they receive:
o PTC covering most of the premium
– Minimum $1 contribution
o A silver plan variant with a 94% actuarial
value (AV)
• Enrollees can:
o Update their application to take advantage
immediately later this summer, or
o Reconcile on their taxes next year
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Savings expansion tied to UI benefits
• To qualify, an individual must:
o Receive UI for at least one week of 2021, or
o Be found eligible to receive UI for at least
one week of 2021
• If an individual qualifies, the provision applies for
all of 2021
o CSRs may not apply retroactively
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Savings expansion tied to UI benefits
• The income disregard does not apply for:
o Purposes of the affordability of employersponsored coverage, or
o For Medicaid eligibility
• This expansion will be eligible through
HealthCare.gov this summer
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Relief from 2020 PTC repayment
• The Act forgives any excess 2020 APTC owed
back under reconciliation
• To qualify, consumers must reconcile APTC by
completing Form 8962 as usual
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Relief from 2020 PTC repayment
• Given that tax filing season is underway, there
are questions about how this relief will be
provided
o

Some people have already filed and made
repayments and are owed a refund by the
IRS

o

Others still need to file, but forms and tax
software may take time to be updated

• The IRS is expected to release guidance shortly
on what consumers should do
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COBRA subsidies in 2021
• The Act provides federal subsidies to cover
100% of COBRA subsidies for up to six months
of 2021 (April 1 – Sept. 30)
• Must be currently eligible for COBRA (lost
job/reduction of hours in last 18 months)
o

Allows individuals who would have been eligible to
enroll in COBRA coverage but did not enroll, as well
as those who enrolled in COBRA but then unenrolled,
to join (or re-join) COBRA coverage
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More on COBRA subsidies
• Employers must provide notice and open
enrollment to eligible former employees not
now enrolled in COBRA
o

Subsidies are retroactive to April 1 if signed up for
within 60 days of notice

• The COBRA assistance program is designed to
be generally invisible to the enrollee.
o
o

Enrollees that are eligible are deemed to have paid
their premium.
The assistance is accessed by plan sponsors or
insurance companies as a refundable tax credit
against payroll taxes.
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How can you help?
• Consider messaging to existing clients:
o

Either save now by updating your application
§ UI recipients will need to wait until this
summer
§ Wider PTC expansion effective in
HealthCare.gov on April 1

o

OR see these extra PTC when you file your
taxes in 2022
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How can you help?
• Outreach to clients who were previously
ineligible for PTC (over 400%) that they can
now save
• Let clients know about savings on COBRA
and option to change to Marketplace
coverage when COBRA subsidies end on
9/30
• OHIM Window Shopping tool updated on 4/1
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Show you clients the savings
OregonHealthCare.gov/WindowShop
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OregonHealthCare.gov/WindowShop
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Compare plans with updated savings
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Q&A
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Communications resources
DCBSpage.org/CPresources
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